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About This Game

Trespass Introduction:
Escape from Trespass.

Memories do not always reflect actuality.
They can occasionally be distorted,

whether you intend it or not.

"My name is….
Samuel Rodriguez

Where am I? I don’t remember.
What is this place?

I need to escape. But why?
That’s not all I want.

Why can’t I remember so much?
Has something happened to me?

I have to remember.
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But is that really what I want?

Yes. Jess…
My wife.

I want to see her.

I have to find her."

Without knowing his whereabouts Samuel must seek a way out.
And along the way acquire the lost pieces of his memories to uncover the truth behind his forgotten past.

About this Game:
Trespass Episode 1 is an escape room adventure intended on testing your brain. Explore the environments to find objects and

clues that will help you escape.

Please notice:

Currently only supports HTC Vive

Allow plenty of room in a 360° space

Features:

VR Support – Oculus Rift will be supported with updates.

Steam platform support – Steam Cloud Save, Leaderboards, Big Picture Mode
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Title: TRESPASS - Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
VRotein
Publisher:
VRotein
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2016
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English,Simplified Chinese
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do not buy for local co-op: 5 boring levels for ten minutes :(. This game is pretty much a carbon copy of the first game, Sparkle
Unleashed.

My opinion of this game remains the same as my opinion on the first game.

The art is dull, the game-play is dull, everything is pretty much dull and boring.
The only thing that is not dull in this game is the voice acting. The voice actor has an amazing voice and is very talented in his
storytelling.

Nothing new really happens to the game-play throughout the entire game except for the power-ups you unlock which are not
unique, their pretty much the same power-ups every Match-3 game ever had.

There are heaps of other Match 3 games miles ahead of this one in quality, game-play and... pretty much every aspect.

This game, along with Sparkle Unleashed, feel like the core game-play and mechanics has been stolen from Zuma.. combat is
animated action in videos - first person in game - IMMEDIATE RETURN

That is all.. Meh ... I was expecting something like Firefighter or Police Focres 2, but it's completely different, i don't konw how
to diefine this ... It's not a bad game, but not even good .... This game really doesn't deserve half the hate it gets.

Sure it isn't perfect but the Devs really seem committed to fixing all the wrongs.

Reminds me so much of the old Call of Duty days. The guns handle well. Maps are varied and are updated constantly. Time to
kill is nice. Lots of gamemodes.

Only problem is the lack of players, I really hope the 1.0 release has a influx of new players.
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A small endless race game with several different level types for a price that is more than fair. The graphics are really enjoyable
and smooth. The races are fun yet very challenging, and since there is more than just one map it's quite varied and doesn't get
boring. Just turn on some smooth synthwave, lay back with your controller and play.. This game really needs some serious
fixing. It's an alright game but there certainly are issues. I would give it a neutral rating if Steam actually implemented a grey
insignia to state reviews as such. Unfortunately for this case, I will have to go with red for now.. As a sim racer who has been
iRacing for 5 years I am enjoying this game so far. The gameplay has definitely improved over the last 2. Keeping in mind this
is not meant to be a sim, it's definitely getting the job done for what it is, and is probably the best Nascar racing game we've had
in 10 years, not counting iRacing.

The wheel feels better, the AI doesn't bump you as much and when they do youre able to save it when you definitely couldn't
last year. The restarts have been toned down so you're not getting run over by the AI on restarts.

Physics feel a bit better and the loose setups help as well, you can actually get loose this year when before you could just floor it.
The spotter is much improved as well. He actually gives relevant information without repeating himself all the time and since
he's an actual spotter he actually sounds like one. Almost reminds me of iRacing with a spotter pack.

The AI also provides much more competition overall than in the past. You can actually have battles with an AI guy where it
might take you a couple laps to clear him and then he'll come back and pass you, and you also have to work hard and hit your
marks to catch guys. You can also drive on the outside without getting freight trained. The graphics have improved a bit as well
and the blurriness up the track isn't as profound as the years before.

Overall it's a solid upgrade and they're definitely moving in the right direction. They have improved a lot of annoying little
gameplay things from the last game. Cautions come out more often when they're supposed to, you don't get dropped to the back
Everytime you pit under caution, things like that.

You can tell they're definitely listening to the things we have complained about gameplay wise. They're a small team but have
built a very solid base in 3 years. Miles ahead of EA and Eutechynx. Give them a couple more years and I think we'll have a
very solid game.

I am also playing this with virtual desktop on my Oculus Rift to give it a virtual reality feel and that has really added to the
immersion.

That said, I cannot wait for iRacing AI for us sim guys. That mixed with virtual reality I think is going to be the thing I've been
personally dreaming about for a long time.

But yeah, definitely a solid foundation for this game and looking forward to their future.. yes yes very good yes. I personally had
troubles with the game, but the developers got back to me ASAP ad made it all good. That was the only hiccup. Amazing
customer service by them, great concept of a game, It is worth a try for sure.. Thanks humble sale for letting me notice this great
game.
So sad it has just 13 reviews
I'll add one right now and update it later. I already love it
You definitely need to put some effort into advertising.

doing the "local coop" stuff in singleplayer [cause no friends] is kinda painful.
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